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DEFINITIONS
Note. Rules and special instructions that apply to the movement of trains also apply to the movement of engines.
APPROACH SWITCH - A track side electrical switch that the engineer operates in order to change the indication of a signal
to a "Proceed" indication.
BLOCK - A length of track of defined limits, the use of which is governed by block signals.
BLOCK RELEASE SWITCH - A track side electrical switch that the engineer operates to release a signal system when
leaving a block.
BLOCK SIGNAL - A fixed signal that governs trains entering and using a block or provides for the proper spacing of trains.
INTERLOCKING - An arrangement of signals and signal appliances so interconnected that their movements must succeed
each other in proper sequence. It may be operated manually or automatically.
INTERLOCKING LIMITS - The tracks between the opposing signals of an interlocking.
INTERLOCKING SIGNAL - A fixed signal which is controlled by an interlocking system. An interlocking signal may also
function as a block signal.
MANUAL BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM - A block or a series of consecutive blocks, governed by block signals operated
manually by block operators or train crew members. A manual block system may also include automatic functions actuated by a
train, or engine, or by certain conditions affecting the use of a block.
MBS - Abbreviation for Manual Block Signal System.
RESTRICTED SPEED - A speed that will permit stopping within one-half the range of vision short of train, engine, car, stop
signal, derail, obstruction, or switch not properly lined.
RESTRICTED SPEED TRACK DEFECT - A speed that will permit stopping within one-half the range of vision short of
train, engine, car, stop signal, derail, obstruction, or switch not properly lined, looking out for track defects that may require a
train or engine to stop or to stop and then proceed at a speed such that movement over a track defect may be made without
causing derailment.
SIGNAL ASPECT - The appearance of a fixed signal conveying an indication as viewed from the direction of an approaching
train.
SIGNAL INDICATION - The information conveyed by the by the aspect of a signal.
ENGINE - A unit propelled by any form of energy, or a combination of such units operated from a single control, used in train
or yard service.
TRAIN - An engine or more than one engine coupled, with or without cars, displaying a marker or markers.
RAIL EQUIPMENT - Engines, cars, one or more engines coupled to one or more cars, vehicles, equipment and devices that
move on and are guided by the rails of track.
MOVEMENT - The action of rail equipment traveling on track in one direction subject to the prescribed signals and rules, or
special instructions.
MOVEMENT, SWITCHING - The action of rail equipment traveling on track first in one direction then reversing and moving
in the opposite direction subject to the prescribed signals and rules, or special instructions and generally occurring within yard
limits.
YARD - A system of tracks within defined limits over which movements not authorized by time table, or by train order, may
be made, subject to the prescribed signals and rules, or special instructions.
YARD ENGINE - An engine assigned to yard service and working within yard limits.
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TIME TABLE STATION COLUMN ANNOTATION INDICATING
STATIONS BETWEEN WHICH MANUAL BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM IS IN USE
AND
TIME TABLE SPECIAL INSTRUCTION PERTAINING TO EXTRA TRAIN
OPERATION WITHOUT TRAIN ORDERS

RULE 93 YARD LIMITS AT
Roundabout, Carlson and Critchley .... Extend from 175 actual feet east of the east switch of Roundabout siding No. 2 to
375 actual feet west of the Critchley depot except does not include tracks within interlocking limits at Grand Crossing
Interlocking.
YARD LIMITS SPECIAL INSTRUCTION X1
X1. At Deerfield, Lake Forest, Roundabout, Carlson and Critchley all trains and engines must move at restricted speed
on main tracks within yard limits prepared to stop within one-half the range of vision short of train, engine, car, stop
signal, derail, obstruction, or switch not properly lined, and main tracks within yard limits may be occupied without
providing protection. Regular trains must avoid delay to superior regular trains. Extra trains and engines must avoid delay
to regular trains.
CLASSIFICATION SIGNAL RULES AND SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
21(A). On portions of the railway so specified in the time table or by special instructions, the display of white flags and
white lights, as prescribed by Rule 21, may be omitted on designated extra trains.
X52. Between Roundabout and Critchley Rule 21(A) applies to westward extra trains originating at Roundabout and
terminating at Critchley and eastward extra trains originating at Critchley and terminating at Roundabout.
USE OF SIGNALS
27. A signal imperfectly displayed, or the absence of a signal at a place where a signal is usually displayed, must be
regarded as the most restrictive indication that can be displayed by that signal.
34. The engineer and other members of the train crew must, when practicable, communicate to each other the name of
the indication or the aspect of all signals affecting the movement of their train.
MOVEMENT OF TRAINS
98. Trains and engines must stop before the end of double or three or more tracks, junctions, railway crossings, and
drawbridges, unless signals indicate proceed, or, where proceed signals cannot be displayed, the switches are properly
lined and it has been ascertained that it is safe to proceed. See Rule 15(m).
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SIGNALS
Signal aspects are shown by the position of semaphore arms, color of lights, flashing of lights, position of lights, or any
combination thereof. They may be qualified by number plate, letter plate, marker, shape and color of semaphore arms, or
any combination thereof.
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GENERAL SIGNAL RULES
250. Trains must comply with the indications of all signals which govern their movements. When visibility is restricted
due to weather or other conditions trains must stop, if necessary, to determine indication of signals.
250(A). Unless otherwise provided, general, block and interlocking signal rules that refer to trains shall also apply to
engines, movements and switching movements.
251. When two or more trains are approaching a signal that jointly governs their movements, the trains must stop before
the signal and fouling point, and a thorough understanding must be had between the train crews as to the sequence in
which the trains will be governed by the signal.
252. If a train fails to stop before the fouling point of a signal displaying a "Stop" indication, the front of the train must
immediately be provided flag protection as prescribed by Rule 99.
253. Personnel must inform themselves as to the location of signals where the fouling point will be passed before the
signal reached.
254. After a train has passed a signal displaying a proceed indication, the indication of the next signal may change to
"Stop", and members of the train crew must be on the alert to observe it.
BLOCK AND INTERLOCKING SIGNAL RULES
260. On portions of the railway, trains will be governed by the indications of block signals and interlocking signals,
whose indications will supersede the superiority of trains and authority to proceed granted by time table, train order or
special instruction, except train orders or special instructions pertaining to a specific block or interlocking signal.
261. Unless otherwise provided, the approach switch for a block or interlocking signal must not be operated, unless a
train is authorized by time table, train order or special instruction to proceed, Rule 240X is displayed by the signal and it
has been ascertained that no other movement will act on the signals indication.
261(A). When Rule 240X is displayed by a signal and it has been ascertained that no other movement will act on the
signals indication, a regular train governed by the signal may operate an approach switch before its schedule leaving time.
263. Unless otherwise provided, where indicated by signs or when required by special instructions, the block release
switch must be operated when a train is leaving a block.
265. Unless otherwise provided, if a train stops or reduces speed within a block and is delayed such that it cannot be
clear of the block in not more twice the time it normally requires to traverse the full length of the block, flag protection
must immediately be provided as prescribed by Rule 99 against opposing and following trains.
266. Unless otherwise provided, a reverse movement must not be made after proceeding on block or interlocking signal
indications.
267. A signal system control reset switch must not be operated, unless authorized by the train dispatcher.
BLOCK AND INTERLOCKING SIGNALS ARE

SENTINELS OF SAFETY
KNOW where they are located.
KNOW the information they can convey.
SEE them and CALL them.
BE PREPARED to DO,
THEN DO WHAT THESE VIGILANT
WATCHMEN TELL YOU TO DO.
Illustration at right from the Kansas City Terminal Railway Operating
Rules Effective May 15, 1953.
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BLOCK AND INTERLOCKING SIGNAL RULE NUMBERS, NAMES, INDICATIONS AND ASPECTS
Rule 240A. Name: STOP.
Indication: Stop before any part of train or engine passes the signal and fouling point.
"SAO" letter plates have no significance.

GX Interlocking and RB-CR MBS use Figure 1.

Rule 240D. Name: APPROACH.
Indication: Proceed prepared to stop before any part of train or engine passes the next signal.
"P" or "SAO" letter plates have no significance.

GX Interlocking uses Figure 1.

Rule 240E. Name: CLEAR.
Indication: Proceed.
"P" or "SAO" letter plates have no significance.

GX Interlocking uses Figure 1.
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Rule 240N. Name: RESTRICTING.
Indication: Proceed at restricted speed through interlocking limits or block or until entire train is past resume speed sign.
"P" or "SAO" letter plates have no significance.

GX Interlocking and RB-CR MBS use Figure 1.

Rule 240X. Name: STOP AND OPERATE.
Indication: Stop before any part of train or engine passes the signal and fouling point, and operate the
approach switch.
See Rules 261 and 261(A).
Rule 27 does not apply to a dwarf signal with “SAO” letter plate when the light is extinguished continuously.

RB-CR MBS uses Figures 1 and 2.
Rule 261. The approach switch for a block or interlocking signal must not be operated, unless a train is authorized by
time table, train order or special instruction to proceed, Rule 240X is displayed by the signal and it has been ascertained
that no other movement will act on the signals indication.
Rule 261(A). When Rule 240X is displayed by a signal and it has been ascertained that no other movement will act on
the signals indication, a regular train governed by the signal may operate an approach switch before its schedule leaving
time.
SIGNAL SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
B1. The location of block, interlocking distant and other signals will be designated by special instructions or illustrated
on the "Actual Track Layout Drawing."
B2. The sounding of Rule 15(m) is not required when a train is proceeding on interlocking signal indication.
B3. Conductors and engineers must keep a sharp lookout for the proper operation of all ball, block, interlocking and
distant signals and must immediately report to the train dispatcher any signal malfunction or irregularity that is witnessed.
Trains must be stopped, if necessary, and protection provided to ensure the safety of trains. Engineers must give special
attention, when proceeding on the indication of a full size or dwarf semaphore signal, to see that the semaphore signal has
returned to "Stop" indication after the train or engine has passed the signal.
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GRAND CROSSING INTERLOCKING AND
MANUAL BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM BETWEEN ROUNDABOUT AND CRITCHLEY
B10. Engineers, conductors, other train crew personnel and other personnel involved with operations at Grand
Crossing Interlocking or the use of the manual block signal system (MBS) between Roundabout and Critchley must keep
in mind and not overlook other rules that apply to interlocking signals or block signals or systems thereof.
B11. An approach switch is located at Roundabout east of the double slip crossing between the main track and siding
No. 1. An approach switch is located on the west leg of the Roundabout wye west of the stem turnout. A block release
switch is located near the Carlson station sign. Personnel must inform themselves as to their locations and may do so by
reviewing the current revision of drawing DRTRK98-RB.
B12. At Roundabout, when two or more movements are proceeding, or the intent of which is to proceed, westward
toward the block signal at the west switch of siding No. 1, the movements must stop before fouling other tracks and before
the approach switch located east of the double slip crossing between the main track and siding No. 1, and a thorough
understanding must be had between the train crews as to the sequence in which the movements will be governed by rules
or special instructions that apply to the block signal.
B13. Rule 261(A) does not apply at Roundabout or the Roundabout wye.
Switching Movement at Roundabout Not Proceeding Through Grand Crossing Interlocking
B14. A switching movement at Roundabout the intent of which is not to proceed through Grand Crossing
Interlocking must not operate an approach switch and may pass at restricted speed the block signal at the west switch of
Roundabout siding No. 1 when the block signal displays aspect flashing red with “SAO” letter plate, Stop and Operate
indication. Under such circumstance a sharp lookout must be maintained and the movement stopped at once if the block
signal changes to display aspect red, Stop indication, before the movement passes the block signal.

B15. A switching movement at Roundabout the intent of which is not to proceed through Grand Crossing
Interlocking must not pass the block signal at the west switch of Roundabout siding No. 1 when the block signal displays
aspects flashing lunar or lunar, Restricting indications, unless authorized to do so by the Grand Crossing Interlocking
control machine operator or the train dispatcher.
Switching Movement Roundabout to Carlson and Returning to Roundabout
B16. At Roundabout, when it is the intent of a switching movement to proceed to Carlson and return to Roundabout and
the block signal at the west switch of siding No. 1 displays aspect flashing red with “SAO” letter plate, Stop and Operate
indication, the approach switch located east of the double slip crossing between the main track and siding
No. 1 may be operated continuously until the horizontal color light signal affixed to Tower 98A displays aspect flashing
yellow. The switching movement will then be governed by the block signal and the interlocking signal at Grand Crossing
Interlocking as follows:
Aspect flashing lunar displayed by the block signal or the interlocking signal at Grand Crossing Interlocking indicates
proceed at restricted speed under condition that the trailing wheels of the switching movement will be brought to a stop at
a point between scale mile post 10.0 and the Carlson station sign. After the previously described stop has been made and 7
seconds has elapsed the switching movement may move at restricted speed eastward past scale mile post 10.0 and stop
before any part of the switching movement passes the interlocking signal at Grand Crossing Interlocking and then be
governed by the interlocking signal. The previously described eastward movement results in a request sent to the Grand
Crossing Interlocking signal system to change the aspect of the interlocking signal to convey a proceed indication.
Aspect red displayed by the block signal and aspect flashing yellow displayed by the horizontal color light signal affixed
to Tower 98A indicates a time release period has been initiated in order to establish block signal protection.
Aspect red displayed by the block signal after the approach switch has been operated indicates a movement on a
conflicting route at Grand Crossing Interlocking has been authorized.
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Switching Movement West Leg of Roundabout Wye to Carlson and Returning to Roundabout
B17. When it is the intent of a switching movement on the Roundabout wye to proceed to Carlson and return to
Roundabout and the dwarf signal on the west leg of the Roundabout wye displays aspect flashing red with “SAO” letter
plate, Stop and Operate indication, the approach switch located on the west leg of the Roundabout wye may be operated
continuously until the horizontal color light signal affixed to Tower 98A displays aspect flashing yellow. The switching
movement will then be governed by the interlocking signal at Grand Crossing Interlocking as follows:
Aspect flashing lunar displayed by the interlocking signal indicates that the dwarf signal may be passed and to proceed at
restricted speed under condition that the trailing wheels of the switching movement will be brought to a stop at a point
between scale mile post 10.0 and the Carlson station sign. After the previously described stop has been made and 7
seconds has elapsed the switching movement may move at restricted speed eastward past scale mile post 10.0 and stop
before any part of the switching movement passes the interlocking signal at Grand Crossing Interlocking and then be
governed by the interlocking signal. The previously described eastward movement results in a request sent to the Grand
Crossing Interlocking signal system to change the aspect of the interlocking signal to convey a proceed indication.
Aspect red displayed by the interlocking signal and aspect flashing yellow displayed by the horizontal color light signal
affixed to Tower 98A indicates a time release period has been initiated in order to establish block signal protection.
Westward Train or Engine at Roundabout Proceeding to Critchley on MBS Authority
B18. At Roundabout, when it is the intent of a train or engine to proceed to Critchley and the block signal at the west
switch of siding No. 1 displays aspect flashing red with “SAO” letter plate, Stop and Operate indication, the approach
switch located east of the double slip crossing between the main track and siding No. 1 may be operated continuously
until the horizontal color light signal affixed to Tower 98A first displays aspect flashing yellow then displays aspect
yellow. The train or engine will then be governed by the block signal and the interlocking signal at Grand Crossing
Interlocking as follows:
Aspect lunar displayed by the block signal or the interlocking signal at Grand Crossing Interlocking indicates Rule 240N
Restricting and is also authority to enter the MBS between Roundabout and Critchley.
Aspect red displayed by the block signal and aspect flashing yellow displayed by the horizontal color light signal affixed
to Tower 98A followed by the aspect flashing yellow extinguishing indicates the MBS between Roundabout and Critchley
is occupied.
Aspect red displayed by the block signal after the approach switch has been operated indicates a movement on a
conflicting route at Grand Crossing Interlocking has been authorized.
Westward Train or Engine on West Leg of Roundabout Wye Proceeding to Critchley on MBS Authority
B19. When it is the intent of a train or engine on the Roundabout wye to proceed to Critchley and the dwarf signal on the
west leg of the Roundabout wye displays aspect flashing red with “SAO” letter plate, Stop and Operate indication, the
approach switch located on the west leg of the Roundabout wye may be operated continuously until the horizontal color
light signal affixed to Tower 98A first displays aspect flashing yellow then displays aspect yellow. The train or engine
will then be governed by the interlocking signal at Grand Crossing Interlocking as follows:
Aspect lunar displayed by the interlocking signal indicates Rule 240N Restricting, the dwarf signal may be passed and is
authority to enter the MBS between Roundabout and Critchley.
Aspect flashing yellow displayed by the horizontal color light signal affixed to Tower 98A followed by the aspect
flashing yellow extinguishing indicates the MBS between Roundabout and Critchley is occupied.
Eastward Train or Engine Arriving at Carlson from Critchley on MBS Authority
B20. At Carlson, only the engineer of an eastward train or engine arriving and having proceeded from Critchley on
MBS authority shall operate the block release switch located near the Carlson station sign and then be governed by the
interlocking signal at Grand Crossing Interlocking.
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Train, Engine or Switching Movement at Carlson Proceeding to
West Leg of Roundabout Wye Instead of Toward Roundabout via Main Track
B21. At Carlson, when it is the intent of a train, engine or switching movement to proceed eastward to the west leg of the
Roundabout wye instead of toward Roundabout via the main track, the following procedure shall be used:
When the interlocking signal at Grand Crossing Interlocking displays aspect lunar, Rule 240N Restricting indication, the
train, engine or switching movement may proceed at restricted speed eastward into interlocking limits of Grand Crossing
Interlocking and stop with the leading wheels before and near to the main track spring switch to the west leg of the
Roundabout wye. After the spring switch has been lined for the wye and the points are seen to fit, the train, engine or
switching movement may proceed at restricted speed onto the west leg of the Roundabout wye. Stop must be made after
the trailing wheels have cleared the spring switch points and before the trailing wheels will clear 2 actual feet east of the
frog of the turnout. After the spring switch has been lined for the main track and the points are seen to fit, the train, engine
or switching movement may proceed at restricted speed on the west leg of the Roundabout wye and must continue until
the trailing wheels are east of the interlocking signal at Grand Crossing Interlocking.
Engineer Cancellation of Aspects Flashing Lunar or Lunar Displayed by Block or Interlocking Signal
B22. Operating the approach switch located at Roundabout east of the double slip crossing between the main track and
siding No. 1 continuously until the block signal at the west switch of siding No. 1 displays aspect red will result in
cancellation of the aspects flashing lunar or lunar displayed by the block signal and the interlocking signal associated with
the approach switch.
B23. Operating the approach switch located on the west leg of the Roundabout wye continuously until the interlocking
signal displays aspect red will result in cancellation of aspects flashing lunar or lunar displayed by the interlocking signal.
Automatic Cancellation of Aspects Flashing Lunar or Lunar Displayed by Block or Interlocking Signal
B24. At Roundabout or Grand Crossing Interlocking, upon display of an aspect flashing lunar or lunar by a block signal
or interlocking signal associated with an approach switch and the approach switch is no longer operated, a timer is
initiated such that upon completion of a 3 minute time interval and the signal aspect remains flashing lunar or lunar, an
automatic cancellation of the display of the aspects flashing lunar or lunar will result.
Operating for not less than 2 seconds and not more than 3 seconds the approach switch associated with the block signal
or interlocking signal displaying aspects flashing lunar or lunar will result in the time interval being reset to 3 minutes.
MANUAL BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM OPERATION AT CRITCHLEY
B25. Three approach switches and one block release switch are located at Critchley. Personnel must inform themselves
as to their locations and may do so by reviewing the current revision of drawing DRTRK98-DF-CR.
B26. At Critchley, when two or more movements are proceeding, or the intent of which is to proceed, eastward toward
the block signal at the main track switch to the east ladder lead, the movements must stop before any approach switch, and
a thorough understanding must be had between the train crews as to the sequence in which the movements will be
governed by rules or special instructions that apply to the block signal.
Switching Movement at Critchley
B27. A switching movement at Critchley must not operate an approach switch and may pass at restricted speed the block
signal at the main track switch to the east ladder lead when it displays aspect flashing red with “SAO” letter plate, Stop
and Operate indication, or aspect red, Stop indication.
B28. A switching movement at Critchley must not pass the block signal at the main track switch to the east ladder lead
when the block signal displays aspect lunar, Rule 240N Restricting indication, unless authorized to do so by the Grand
Crossing Interlocking control machine operator or the train dispatcher.
B29. The trailing wheels of a switching movement at Critchley must not be allowed to pass east of the east end of the
track circuit east of the block signal at the main track switch to the east ladder lead.
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Eastward Train or Engine at Critchley Proceeding to Carlson on MBS authority
B30. At Critchley, when it is the intent of a train or engine to proceed to Carlson and the block signal at the main track
switch to the east ladder lead displays aspect flashing red with “SAO” letter plate, Stop and Operate indication, an
approach switch may be operated continuously until the block signal changes to aspect lunar, Rule 240N Restricting
indication and is also authority to enter the MBS between Roundabout and Critchley.
Westward Train or Engine Arriving at Critchley from Carlson on MBS Authority
B31. At Critchley, only the engineer of a westward train or engine arriving and having proceeded from Roundabout or
the Roundabout wye on MBS authority shall operate the block release switch located east of the block signal at the main
track switch to the east ladder lead.
Engineer Cancellation of Lunar Aspect Displayed by Block Signal
B32. At Critchley, operating any approach switch continuously until the block signal at the main track switch to the east
ladder lead displays aspect red will result in cancellation of an aspect lunar displayed by the block signal.
Automatic Cancellation of Lunar Aspect Displayed by Block Signal
B33. At Critchley, upon display of the aspect lunar by the block signal at the main track switch to the east ladder lead
and no approach switch at Critchley is being operated, a timer is initiated such that upon completion of a 3 minute time
interval and the block signal aspect remains aspect lunar, an automatic cancellation of the display of the aspect lunar will
result.
Operating for not less than 2 seconds and not more than 3 seconds an approach switch at Critchley when the block signal
at the main track switch to the east ladder lead displays aspect lunar will result in the time interval being reset to 3
minutes.
HORIZONTAL COLOR LIGHT SIGNALS AFFIXED TO TOWER 98A
AT GRAND CROSSING INTERLOCKING
B40. At Grand Crossing Interlocking a horizontal color light signal is affixed to the compass south wall of Tower 98A
and when viewed by personnel located near the approach switch located at Roundabout east of the double slip crossing
between the main track and siding No. 1 its aspects and indications are as described in Special Instructions B16, B18,
B40(a) and B40(b). At Grand Crossing Interlocking a horizontal color light signal is affixed to the compass east wall of
Tower 98A and when viewed by personnel located near the approach switch located on the west leg of the Roundabout
wye west of the stem turnout its aspects and indications are as described in Special Instructions B17, B19, B40(a) and
B40(b).
(a). Aspect flashing red indicates that the Roundabout-Critchley Manual Block Signal System is under a reset time
interval period during which signals will not change to a proceed indication authorizing movement to Critchley.
(b). Aspect red indicates that the Grand Crossing Interlocking Signal System is under a reset time interval period during
which signals will not change to a proceed indication.
B41. To cancel the aspect flashing yellow or aspect yellow when displayed by a horizontal color light signal affixed to
Tower 98A the approach switch associated with the horizontal color light signal may be operated continuously until the
aspect flashing yellow or aspect yellow has been extinguished continuously for not less than 3 seconds.
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MANUAL BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM BETWEEN ROUNDABOUT AND CRITCHLEY
SQUARE ROUND HOUSE ANNUNCIATOR PANEL
B50. An annunciator panel is located on the train crew bulletin board inside the square round house. Its aspects
and indications are as follows:
(a). Panel light labeled "WWD" flashing indicates that a westward train or engine at Roundabout or on the Roundabout
wye has been authorized by signal indication to enter the MBS between Roundabout and Critchley.
(b). Panel light labeled "WWD" on continuously indicates a westward train or engine at Roundabout or on the
Roundabout wye has entered the MBS between Roundabout and Critchley on authority of signal indication.
(c). Panel light labeled "EWD" flashing indicates that an eastward train or engine at Critchley has been authorized by
signal indication to enter the MBS between Roundabout and Critchley.
(d). Panel light labeled "EWD" on continuously indicates an eastward train or engine at Critchley has entered the MBS
between Roundabout and Critchley on authority of signal indication.
(f). Panel lights labeled "WWD" and "EWD" on continuously indicates the Grand Crossing Interlocking time release and
MBS time release intervals are not completed.
(g). Panel lights labeled "WWD" and "EWD" flashing simultaneously indicates the MBS time release interval is not
completed.
B51. A strike of the annunciator panel bell indicates the aspect of a panel light has changed.
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